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(:11).  talks about effects of exposure of what was planned for China.  

 

(:19). 

(:24).  

I thank those in Vatican who informed us, they averted a third world war. These things 

have been planned for 5 years, not yesterday, billions of dollars have been put into 

position to finance and now it is in ruins for the best results for humanity.  (:26).  The 

international media has been told not to put anything out about the KF, so we are bring 

the technology out underground, the world leaders listen and understand what is 

happening. The beauty of the work we are doing is that we are changing the soul of the 

Man. We have many royal families that do not want to be royal anymore because they 

have seen the misconduct of their name and the structure that they belong to. We saw 

the breakthrough with Vim de Grava who was someone close to the royal family of 

Belgium and (gave us) intelligence for some time, which allowed us to look into the 

misconduct. These people work with the Foundation because they have the same aim.   

... we have averted a great catastrophe, the Second World War would have been nothing 

compared to what they were about to set up.  .. this time the stones of Vatican should go 

back to the coliseum. It has been a huge risk on my life to disclose this, but it is worth it, 

(:28).  because if it stops millions of people from being displaced, homeless, not 

knowing if there will be food on the table to eat, out of these misconducts of the world 

leaders in the name of religion. You don't understand it, I have been through it, 13?? 

years of revolution ... not knowing if your mother or father are alive and everything 

else. It is an honor of the KF to disclose the misconduct of Vatican, Jerusalem, and 

Islamic world, (working) all together, now it is a big cult. Religion is just money 

making. My announcement goes to Vatican, Pope, step down, the term of Christ is over. 

That is the punishment you receive. This is the end of Christianity, as Christ was a 

messenger of peace, but you have brought nothing but disgrace to humanity by 

organizing crimes. The same goes to the house of Jerusalem, it is the end of the term for 

Judaism as your misconduct and bloodshed has brought shame to humanity over 

centuries. My call goes to the Islamic world, the term of Mohammed has finished. This 

time to unite as the human race, where it doesn't matter if you are in Jerusalem, Mecca, 

or Vatican (a man made city for crime and should not exist). Unification of religion 

doesn't come by talking ?? but by abolishing the whole of the religious structure (:30).  

which has brought so much pain to humanity. My wish is my command. It has been 

hard for you to hear (this), for whatever path of belief you believed in, has come to 

nothing ... it has come for something, it has brought you to understand the need for 

peace. It is all one thing, one nation, planet, race. We enforce peace through disclosures 

and knowledge of understanding. 53 

 

... we will spread the technology through helping people to make and use the health 

systems. (:33).  .. free health in exchange for world peace.  

(:35). All the police documents have been found and will be given to international 

police for investigation. This is how when you are correct the time comes. 

(:39). In the next few hours the Belgium King and prime minister have to report about 

stealing NATO technology and giving to North Korea. When his backer is out he will 

fall (Derek).  For the last 2 months we have bombarded the European Space Agency 

(with reports of Hans B), but we have heard nothing from them, no accusations, they 



don't take us to court, because they know we have it (the correct information). I 

addressed Hans B directly, we have sent huge amounts of emails to directors of 

European S A directly, and other governments. No response. In 2009 we sent a copy of 

book #2 and a letter accusing (?) of stealing (the technology), we haven't had any 

response in 8 years, because he knows we are correct.   (:41). I repeat over and over 

again, the men of peace have taken control over the conduct of this planet. That was the 

wish of Earth and Universal Councils. My wish was the end of the kingship, and we 

have seen in March the abdication of the Emperor of Japan. Beginning of the cycle has 

begun. These occurrences are not coincidental but have come out of the wish of the 

man. We escaped borders to stay alive, now we let them escape their own borders to 

stay alive in their soul. It is important for us to understand how we are and what we 

have to do. We have to strengthen the teaching in a very deep way, and adjust the 

teaching that more people can follow the understanding, adjust the totality of the 

understanding that everybody more or less catches up. There are some 

misunderstanding, and problems that have to be cleared. (:43).  Many of you use caustic 

to produce N materials, and then produce CO2, there is a flaw with a lot of people that 

has to be corrected. When you take a N plate and put in caustic, even when you put food 

in caustic to make a Gans, first wash your plates and wires thoroughly. Wash anything 

you have produced that came in touch with caustic, thoroughly, because if you don't you 

create a cross contamination, of creating something toxic. There are several ways to 

neutralize it, when you wash it that you don't carry any other things from the caustic. 

One approach is to use lemon juice to neutralize caustic. Cleaning the plates is the 

cornerstone to produce correct material (Gans). (:45). We have some Germans that 

tested their stuff and found something wrong. We asked and they said they didn't wash 

the caustic off the plates, then they carried it forward. Make sure you understand fully 

going from one process to another.  26 

 

(:47).  Pain Pens 

(:49). breathing units ... 

(:55). Why the soul leaves the body at death .. 

... the fields from the environment come down through the skull and feed brain, there 

are no blood vessels in brain ... different environments gives different mentality.. 

(1:01). 

(1:11).  

(1:14). I said I will bring the soul of the Christ. 

(1:21).  He will tell you that there should be no Vatican. Those of you who know the 

soul of Mohammed, ?? why he's not there ?? ask you soul, now you know what you 

have to do, the Islam of today is ?? , it's the faith of peace and now the Jews paid to 

make it look like the most criminal part of the world. And then ?? Moses he will tell 

you, as I did in my time, creating mayhem, I got the others to kill, and I myself killed 

many, I have passed it on to make it look like the Moslems are doing it. Now you 

understand that all 3 souls are the shame of their followers. Now you know that you 

have a new mobile number of your soul, dial it and you shall receive it. It depends on 

the purity and intention. No one, especially those who were chosen by the soul to 

become the messengers of the science or the knowledge the E of the man, has never in 

the initial stages of acceptance ?? until their Physicality took over, accepted any crime. 

So shall it be. When you can talk to the owner of the house, why do you talk to the 

cleaner with the name of the Pope. (1:23).  Where thieving is part of what the boss has 

brought ?? into my work. The same goes for the other religions. Would you like to 

speak to the rat of the house or its owner? Now you know, find the place and space of 



your soul within the structure of your brain. When you understand then you'll know that 

it has always been there but I never knew. Respect it because it is you and through it 

create for yourself a new way to understand your surroundings. When you go to a new 

country you notice the new smells, how the food tastes, etc, to figure out if you can 

exist (live) there, by enjoying ?? You touch the clothe with your hands because it's 

different then what you have at home. You register these things. Now use your (6th 

finger) the sense of your soul and start learning how ?? interacts with the other souls. 

And how you can ask directly the truth yourself from the soul and in the conversion ?? 

what you like to call a dream, or clarification of understanding of it. ?? You converse 

with the soul of Christ.  (1:25).  or the beauty of Mohammed, ?? ,  It is my job to take 

you to the dimension that you hear from the owner and not the rats. And this is the key. 

I keep to my promise but I have to educate you slowly that you can understand what 

you have learned. Go within your self and you'll find out that ?? you are all part of your 

soul. Learn to use your 6th sense, which is the soul of you, which has created you, and 

trust in its correct conduct because it can never do wrong, and through it ask for the 

confirmation of what I hear that the Vatican is, through ?? ?? the Christ says, this is not 

what I said or wrote. Then you can conduct yourself, and you know what the next step 

is, that your soul distance itself from what is not the reality. Any questions.  (1:27). 

How are you Mr. Keshe? Still alive, Derek hasn't managed to kill me yet. When you go 

to sleep (you said) the soul is still there, a lot of times I remember my dreams, and it 

goes to places and I wonder why it went to those places. What is the purpose of it going 

to places that are not good? Maybe it goes there until you find out it was good, you 

didn't take the understanding of it, or maybe you are supposed to learn something from 

it, and until you learn the lesson you (keep) paying a visit.  47 

(1:38). ... A lot of people thought John Paul was a good soul, but God knows we have 

never seen so much pain through the Vatican. Don't touch my soul I can make you cry 

with my physicality. The mass murder which was planned by Vatican that was to be 

carried out in China, for Vatican to become the controller, is unbelievable. If I were 

President Zhi, my anger when they explained to me what was planned, would be to 

literally abolish the whole Vatican, flatten it so that this thing (plan) will not go through. 

That the bunch of gays and pedophiles get buried under it, and not the beautiful people 

of China. My anger when I hear these things, these are not reports, I sit on the table 

across (from them), these are the people I eat with, these are decision makers, the true 

man of god with us, ?? I can't call them god. When I hear with my ears what is planned 

and to be done, I didn't hesitate, I immediately conveyed the message to Beijing directly 

to President Zhi.  (1:40).  The name of the company who is doing it and the way it is 

being done and everything else. And we see. There shall be no Pope, that is not my 

wish, it is my order. Enough ??  if you are true Christian, call to see the soul of the 

Christ and not in the shadow of him (Pope) which is nothing but darkness. The same 

with Mohammed and the rest. It is in the writing of Bahaula it says, the intelligence of 

the man at this age has reached the level of the prophets of the past, which means that 

any of you are at the level to see the soul of the Christ and the rest. Take your belief to 

the soul and not to the physicality of the jail of Vatican. It means that you have elevated 

your soul to such a level that humanity as us, as humans in the physical dimension can 

see the soul of the Christ because now for the first time you understand that you have a 

6th sense, you have a soul to be able to do so. Why are you happy with the dirt of the 

earth, when you can sit with the beauty of the soul of the Christ. Then ask about the 

Pope and Vatican, then you'll go and take the stones back to Coliseum yourself stone by 

stone.  (1:42).  You said in a previous teaching that if you told the truth many of us 

would suicide, so why don't you then we would have less population to deal with?  I 



have spoken the truth, but the ears have not heard. The homeopathic doctors have said 

there are 12 salts of the body. Let me explain, Alkaline is G, and Acidic is M fields. 

How to you go from the M to the G. (1:44).  When you talk about the salt it means it is 

not acidic, because if it was acid it would have been on the other side (??), so the salt is 

the intermediary of the alkaline level. When we work with CO2 ZnO2 and the rest, what 

you get is alkaline, so when you create salts of different strengths or mixtures, does it 

give alkaline or acidic? In the body if it is acidic to becomes an energy source, when it 

becomes alkaline it becomes creation of Physicality. When you have alkaline condition 

environment, what you call the salt condition, you create the Gans', you bring it down, 

to itself to be, even when you produce CH3 its environment has ?? of alkalinity in it. So 

when we talk about the 12 salts every cell and part of the body has a different mixture of 

salt that allows the tissue to be soft or hard or flexible. It's not just 12, it is the 

understanding of the path of Homeopathic knowledge or science of the prophets, I call 

all the sciences from the prophets of god because they shared knowledge with us to help 

us. The one who shares knowledge for humanity to advance is a messenger. When you 

speak about alkalinity or acidic,  (1:46).  you have to understand that alkaline means 

absorbing, so when you speak about a salt it is absorbing that construction, what shape 

will it ?? stand, the ratio of the alkalinity, then what kind of alkaline environment you 

bring together that you can bring the matter to each other. Why do you use alkaline or 

salt? Because you create a G field point. Everyone of your organs has its own salt or 

alkalinity, otherwise it would not exist. In the presence of the same material that 

alkaline shows itself in the matter state. The only point in our body we use acidity, 

which means the radiation of the fields is in our stomach, more or less it's the only 

place. One radiates and the rest take from it, due to the Alkalinity or salt environment in 

it. Understand the process then you don't need to look for the name. Then when you 

look at different textures of the same thing, then understand that they are different salt 

environments or solidification environment, you call it saltiness I call it solidification,  

(1:48). has been created. ?? In the liver you'll see the texture is all the same but is 

slightly different in different places, but in it there are pipes (tubes) for that pipe to be 

created it needs a slightly different salt condition then the other tissues of the kidney 

(means liver), then you see the gaps in it, when you look at the hollowness of the pipes 

of the veins in the kidney, don't just look at the hollowness, imagine what condition has 

to be created to make this openness (hollow cavity), then in this open place what is 

going to be filtered, if you look at the kidney and the lung its the same structure, but one 

cleans up the air and the other the blood, otherwise the structure is exactly the same. 

Look at the structure of the liver, it has different salts combinations at different points 

that one can create a different Ca concentration and another a Zinc concentration, it has 

the biggest bank of salts, what I call solidity, or keeping in the condition of the Gans, is 

the liver, it's not just one but all of it. So understand the terminology, acidity is the 

condition created for giving out to release, whereas, alkalinity is absorption, G, but 

these two need a salt condition, even in acidic there is a salt condition.  (1:50).  It's not 

just all alkalinity. How do you produce CH3, if there weren't certain salts in that 

position, it's in the same cup. It's the ratio of the environmental fields that decides what 

the salt content is going to be and how ??  you take the Cu and Zn plate out, you are 

producing CO2, or ZnO2 or call it galvanized plating and now you get different 

material. Because the iron inside it has a field strength which dictates it. It's the same 

salinity but one you produce energy and the other you take energy away. So you can , 

the strength and dimension of the salinity dictates what kind of tissue you create. On the 

radio today you said you use a N Zn plate and a Zn plate with Mg salt, ??? when you N 

coat a Zn plate you create a freer field strength that it can go further. If you put 2 Zn 



plates together in the salt,  (1:52). The field is not free, it is a molecular (field), but 

when you N coat one then you free 30 to 50,000 layers further then it is, that you open 

the expansion of the fields, now it reaches 20 meters, whereas before as a molecular 

structure it only reached 2 meters. So when you put a N coated material, all you are 

doing is expanding the fields. When you put a N coated Zn with a Zn plate you dictate 

the kind of magnetic field you want. Man has for the first time managed to make the 

magnetic field of any entity. This is what you are doing. You're creating a free Pl field 

of the Zn, what does it do, it pulls from the other Zn plate that is not N coated. As it 

comes towards it to find its balance now in the atomic molecular structure comes in 

touch with the O and you get ZnO2. Go back to all the teachings that we have done, we 

keep on repeating, now maybe you'll understand. Man's knowledge is now that he can 

create magnetic fields for anything. It's not that you are going to create a magnet, now 

you can ??? the molecular structure into atomic, that now the field expands ... this is 

your magnet. The other plate has Zn on it, it says come darling I can take you, and as it 

comes and separates atom by atom with a pull of the fields on this side. On the passage 

through the wall on the N coated side it comes into touch with the O which (1:54).  is 

coming at the Gans level from the upper atmosphere of the plate, or the liquid and it 

becomes ZnO2. It finds a stability and gets heavy, it can't carry on, now it's something 

else so it goes to the bottom, that's why you get ZnO2. This is what the true knowledge 

is. This is what I mean when I tell you now you can make "magnets" of anything. You 

just don't go and make a magnet of it, rather you free the Pl of it and now it has an 

attraction field of it ?? for the . Take the ZnO2 at the bottom of the container, and then 

put  in another container, and then (? add) another Zn you can create the Zn which is in 

the atmosphere of the earth coming from outside the planet. If you try in the US to put a 

N Zn ratio 2:1 and then say I'm not producing anything, and then the guy in Saudi 

Arabia KF says he is producing a lot of Zn here it's very good system I have found, it's 

because there is no Zn in the environment of where you are. Because now when you 

produce the Pl of the Zn it has to come from the U, where it is the most purest. It doesn't 

come from the matter state, now it's the same as the AA. That is what you need for your 

systems when you deal with the health sections. Understand the process. When you 

want to produce a Gans of say ZnO2 or Zn and you want to use it for medical 

application, go back, where did the life of Man come from? (1:56).  From the seas, you 

need the salinity of the oceans. That is the time when you use sea water but don't add 

anything to it. The ZnO2 which you collect is the condition of where your life started. It 

fits into your body immediately, any time you use it, any dynamic cores it just flicks in, 

because the oceans themselves have already converted some. When you are trying to 

make the Gans of ZnO2 for the health application don't go to your tap or buy distilled 

water, there is nothing in there, then it's the pure fields you get and what collects at the 

bottom (of container) is what is available above you (in the air), it's the CO2 game, then 

that Zn is the pure Zn in respect to the AA above it (in air), then what you produce is 

what you are made of. However, if you want to make the really pure ZnO2 for the 

health applications, especially in your dynamic cores, makes your Gans' of CO2 or 

ZnO2 at a ratio you decide, then to be in the environment where it carries the salts of the 

life (? around) us, don't forget the waters of the lakes and oceans create life (? in the 

kidney ?) every second of the life. They are the feeders of the U, ?? part of the earth, 

??or Physicality. So this is the time when you can use the seawater but don't add 

anything to it, just see what Zn you collect at the bottom, if it's in the environment of the 

place where you are living, that is the Zn you need to use in your dynamic cores.  

(1:58).  Because it's of the right strength and comes from the origin of the creation of ?? 

where you come from. The salinity, content of the Physicality are correct, because in 



your body you have all the Cu, Mg, and everything floating, but you create only Zn for 

the neural system. In the waters of the oceans (where you live ??) is the same or very 

near the conditions of life, but now you only emphasize attracting the Zn, you have a 

"magnet" for Zn and don't want anything else, then you create a M field of Zn and if 

you only get a very little then that is all that is available in that environment where you 

are. However, if you took the same container and go to Saudi Arabia and there it just 

showers down and you think he has a better system, it means you haven't understood 

(because you collect from the environment). Next question. I captured the N material, 

the black fluffy stuff that comes off the plate and I sealed it in a jar but it keeps 

producing a gas? It's O2, when you have a Cu, when you use the release of these gases 

it means now at the bottom of your plate or jar, you are producing pure Cu N material, 

(2:00).  because the CO2 Gans is loosing its O due to the MG fields that are created in 

the area and as it releases this O, now what you are left with is pure Cu in the Gans state 

of N. And does it produce it infinitely to get the O? Umm ... when you see this it is 

layered there are billions of them down there. Go back to the number of molecules per 

kilogram of H, 6.2 x 10 to 23rd. So when you have a gram of it you can see how many 

bubbles you can expect to come up. Because if I seal the top it actually pressurizes the 

whole Mason jar also. Yes because it's there you created a N material you didn't only 

create that but also a CO2 of it and now die to the layers the gases release. This is what 

happens in the composition of the planet itself. When we decompose we ?? explode. In 

Italy they put you in a coffin and then in a concrete wall. I asked what happens when it 

explodes, they said the walls are reinforced and can take the explosion of the body, 

because now we go back to N and the gases are released. (2:02).  The teaching of July 

6th will be given partially for the memorial of Fabio. He left us on that day, and we 

celebrate his life. Scotland is beautiful. Rick's ancestors are from Scotland. I placed Zn, 

CO2, and AA into (dynamic) cores as you said and I rotated them, and a very beautiful 

field rises up and I have a really nice sense with the fields. Would you enlighten us on 

what you did, were the fields visual or a feeling? They were a feeling. (2:05).  I have 

been playing with the fields for years and with your knowledge I could expand on it. It's 

a transparent field in my case. I wanted to share this with you. Explain what you do so 

we can understand.  (2:08). He shares the photos. He puts them in a plastic bag and 

sprays a little caustic. He puts a bare Cu coiled wire between them and after spinning 

the cores the wires gets N coated. He has a differential of Acidic and Alkaline, then 

there is a residue of Cu on the cores. (2:11). Keshe thinks it CH3. He had just pure 

water inside, he added some Gans water. He has repeated what Peter (of Austria who 

made materials). Try it by taking the Cu and changing it with Zn and see what you get. 

(2:13). You have managed to create matter out of fields. Isn't it just sharing the fields? 

In a way you have converted energy into mass. This is another way to do it, you have 

done it beautifully. You have created the fields through the liquid (plasma) and then you 

dictated that you only wanted Cu out. It's amazing how simply these things can be done, 

because you put a ZnO2 inside, and you see there was so much Cu in that volume which 

you blocked. what is interesting is how you managed to bring the Zn out on the table. 

You are the second one to show us that you have managed to convert energy to matter, 

condensing the material out of the fields. If you (try) taking the Cu out and get some 

Gans of seawater and put them in the cores and you put a gold ring in the middle, you'll 

start collecting gold. I'll test it today. (2:16).  He did another experiment, empty balls on 

Zn plate and put his E inside it, and another ball with the E of CO2 inside, and AA. It 

created saltwater inside the empty large ball in the middle. This is how Ca drops form 

and come through the brain of man. The reactors (cores) are empty plastic balls, and I 

just spin them with (?) emotions and sometimes with my hands. Keshe asks what is 



your background what kind of work do you do, education? I am from Latvia and moved 

to Scotland for 5 years. I have been doing fields for awhile but couldn't expand my 

fields. He works in manufacturing not much (factory). (2:19).  Oh it's a lot if we don't 

have you we wouldn't have the things. A man should be proud in whatever he does. 

How do you transfer the fields, with your feeling? I feel them, I put my E in them. I had 

experience with the health Pen. I try to replicate this feeling, emotion. I want Zn in this 

reactor, I am not sure if there is Zn or CO2, in the reactor, I just feel it. (2:21). Keshe 

asks him, do you want to join Armen in building a space reactor with just the fields? 

Why not. He shows more photos. ...  do you know how you create those salts? I think 

it's field interaction. You only put a spoon of salt in there, but over time you get about a 

kg of salt. Let me expand the knowledge a little. When you put salt in a Gans water like 

this, you look  at it as salt, but now in (actually) works in the environment of the 

plasmatic condition, so it attracts any salt molecules in the environment and the air we 

breath carries a huge amount of salt, the salt doesn't come in from the water, now you 

have created a M field of the salt and that's how you absorbed salt. You can collect 2 kg 

a year. I got fed up with it. You created a salt condition to make your Gans and now 

your Gans works in a plasmatic condition,  (2:23). it's like the CO2 you create the C and 

extract C from the atmosphere, now in the container is a MG field in a Pl of salt, and 

now you are gradually collecting any salt which is passing by. If you leave it by the 

seaside it becomes a kg/day. It's a beautiful way to create very pure salt. This salt tastes 

different then the other salts because it's a Pl of the salt and has no contamination. It's 

nice to see interaction without motors, just fields. He shows a photo of another 

experiment. 4 cores in water with some elements inside. You created matter again, in 

your balls you have these fields as a Gans, by putting the Al foil in there you are 

dictating this is what I want from what I have (? the Gans fields in the other balls). You 

have learned how to convert energy into mass. (2:25).  It doesn't matter, with the 

presence of the material (Al foil) you have dictated what you want. ...  

(2:27).   ... when you make things like this try to cover it up that you don't get anything 

external, nothing falling in the water, then see what it gives you. Go back to the first one 

with the Cu in the middle, try to understand it, and take a picture of it every hour or day 

and look at the evolution of what you create. Put pure water in one and make a wish to 

have Cu in it and see what happens, if you can transfer Cu to it.  (2:29). He shows 2 

empty balls and says one is LP of gold created from his E. And the other one he wanted 

Tritium. Everyday I go by them and give them a lot of positive energy and spins them 

with E. It took weeks to get a little matter here. I think it's gold, it started to grow. It's 

interesting how you can transfer your E, we dictate the intention of the E and expect to 

get and that is how it should be.  (2:34). This is actually how you teach deep space 

technology you have already achieved something which we are trying to teach our 

students, what you wish should be in your hand, I converted that hand to the Cu core 

and wish that it spins that it gives you what you want. My wish is my command and 

that's how it should be. Take it further and try to understand more, it's a very easy way 

and doesn't cost a multimillion dollar lab at NASA to do these things. Try to hang the 

plastic balls from a hook so they don't touch the ground, because that creates a different 

field, it's a filtering of the fields, it limits to fields to something. To manifest something 

do I need N material inside the glass? No, you can use an empty bottle and fill up with 

water. You saw the salt, that's the reason I brought the salt subject up. Because the 

strength of the NaCl is so heavy it attracts a lot of salt, so if you can create the MG field 

of the element in the Gans state and then put it in the same cup of salt, you'll see how 

much gold will drop out, nuggets.  (2:36).  Shows another photo, hang them in the air so 

they don't touch the ground, as one unit and set the cup in a ring of N material, not 



matter state. It will give you totally different results. I can't thank you enough for your 

knowledge, with my level I could never have expanded to this. (2:38).  One of the balls 

is hanging by itself. (2:40).  Or is it sticking. Test some more and let us know. 

(2:42).  Please understand that we have seen that some people are sending emails and 

saying that if you are doing a workshop you have to sign a contract with us, or selling 

materials. They say they are from KF, but we don't do that unless it comes from a 

specific channel and we know who we are. We have seen some scams and think it is 

coming from D . We don't send out anything so beware. We have never requested these 

kind of things. Please keep away from it. The people in Antwerp do this very clever 

way. We don't ask anything and it is up to you to donate to us.  (2:46).  What is the 

process for processing high BP? I explained it yesterday on Sean Mac Quire show.   

How do we make MgO2 for HBP, no we don't use that for HBP.  I tried to N coat Zn 

but it broke down in the caustic.  One of the best ways to N coat delicate material is, 

(2:49).  the way Benjamin does it, he sprays a container, bucket or glass, then puts the 

material in and seals it. The environment coats it with N material. If you have delicate 

springs or whatever don't put the Gans (? caustic) on it, spray the container and put the 

material in and leave it there, it will be N coated in a very nice way. Spay the caustic in 

the jar or plastic and just seal it and leave it and it gets N coated. Were you laughing 

about getting the soul out ... I think you are cutting your soul in pieces, out in bits and 

bits. It goes back in again because you can't hold it together. How was trip to Iran? I 

become 20 years younger. I think the teaching of today is very fundamental for those of 

you who understand that now you know you have to find your soul but that it is a path 

to the U and other souls. (2:51). Something which we have not known and we have to 

start educating ourselves with it. When you start talking to each other and understand 

finding your soul, then you speak about the grandma and having dinner with her, then 

you understand that you start communicating at the level of the souls and that is the 

passage to the U and then you can build the others. Start small and don't aim too high, 

find the position of where your soul is in the structure of your body which is in the 

center of your brain, but you have to find it or else how are you going to handle, then try 

to understand how you are going to communicate with it, and use it, don't order it, it 

doesn't take orders but it is a beautiful collaborator.  We need a lot of support for the 

KF, contact the webmaster. Those in China who want to donate to the KF go to ??? as 

Paypal has blocked the funds for reasons we do not know.  (2:53).  In US you can go to 

Paypal or to bank in Holland. We need support in a massive way. The peace doesn't 

come unless we take the step to make it. I hope I have shown you a path today to the 

UC, and to see the Man in his true shape without his physicality. My wish is peace and 

action peaceful. (2:55). Is there a big difference btn N material and Gans?  N material is 

the connection of the matter ??? and condition , a Gans is when the material is 

independent of Physicality, the soul of an element. When going from matter state the 

Nano is the transition and the soul which is itself the give(r) is the Gans.   end 

 


